We specialise in the manufacture of Kasemake boxes for libraries, archives, and museums.

Our system for taking and recording measurements for boxes is quick and easy to use.

The Section regularly deals with large-scale projects and can make up to 2500 Kasemake boxes a week.

No job is too large or too small and we are just as happy to supply you with a few boxes and folders if that is all you require.
Bodleian Library collections are always cleaned prior to placing them in boxes and we recommend clients to use this service as well.

This badly damaged large format material was cleaned and placed in tray and lid boxes which incorporated a cotton tie system to keep the two components of the box together.

We were able to come up with a solution for storing the boxes horizontally which did not take up more space than they originally occupied.

We are highly experienced and efficient movers of Special Collections and take the necessary precautions to safeguard the collections in transit.

We have designed a range of equipment to move delicate and fragile material securely, swiftly, and safely.

Not only can we move collections but we are also able to store, clean, and box them prior to returning them to your shelves.

In short we can manage the whole project.
There is a limit to the size of boxes we can make but we have found a solution to most requests.

These boxes were made to store arrows for a museum. The largest box measures 2.5 metres in length.

Our cloth-covered boxes are extremely durable and robust and are very reasonably priced.

To make these boxes even more affordable we can supply kits and training in how to assemble them.

Our bespoke card cradles provide optimum support for displaying books in temporary exhibitions and are used in National Trust Houses and other institutions.

We have an extensive library of designs and can make boxes for material in a wide range of formats.
These simple plan chest folders are very popular.

We have made thousands of book shoes for libraries around the UK, including Hereford Cathedral and many Oxford colleges.

A book shoe is an unobtrusive, inexpensive, protective device for books which are displayed on shelves and where books form part of the decor in libraries of architectural and historic interest.

Our buff wrappers are used for protecting limp vellum bindings on open shelves.

We can cut conservation mounts to various shapes. Multiple window mounts are one of our specialities.

The protective and display solution for this Oxford college charter uses our mount- and plastazote-cutting services together with our cloth-covered box service.